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Abstract. – Until recently, cultural evolution has been regard-
ed as the teleological move to a greater level of hierarchy.
Research based upon the principle of heterarchy – “the relation
of elements to one another when they are unranked or when
they possess the potential for being ranked in a number of
different ways” (Crumley 1995: 3) – changes this understand-
ing. The opposite of heterarchy would be an ordering of the
dimensions of society mainly according to a single hierarchical
tenet. This organizational principle may be called “homoarchy.”
Homoarchy and heterarchy represent the most general, univer-
sally applicable principles and basic trajectories of sociocultural
organization. There are no universal evolutionary stages: cul-
tures can be (generally) heterarchical or homoarchical having
an equal level of complexity. Further, a culture could change
its basic organizational principle without transition to another
complexity level. Alternativity also exists within each of the
types. [Homoarchy, heterarchy, sociopolitical organization, al-
ternativity]
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Homoarchy

The term “homoarchy” first came to the author’s
and his colleague Andrey Korotayev’s minds dur-

ing an informal discussion of Carole Crumley’s
concept of “heterarchy” (1979, 1987, 1995, 2001).
Crumley (1995: 3; see also 1979: 144; 1987: 158;
2001: 25) defines heterarchy “as the relation of
elements to one another when they are unranked or
when they possess the potential for being ranked
in a number of different ways,” just as heterar-
chy is defined in biophysics from where the term
was imported by Crumley (1987: 156 f.) to social
science. Subsequently, we can define homoarchy
as “the relation of elements to one another when
they are rigidly ranked only in a single way, and
thus possess no (or not more than very limited)
potential for being unranked or ranked in another
or a number of different ways, at least without
fundamentally reshaping the whole sociopolitical
order.” The definition given to distinguish heter-
archy from hierarchy in cybernetics is applicable
for our purpose as well: “Heterarchy [is the] form
of organization resembling a network or fishnet”
while “hierarchy [is the] form of organization re-
sembling a pyramid” (Web Dictionary n.d).

However, in social science homoarchy must not
be identified with hierarchy; likewise heterarchy
must not be confused with egalitarianism in the
strict meaning of the word (Brumfiel 1995: 129).
Hierarchy is an attribute of any social system
while, on the other hand, in any society both
“vertical” and “horizontal” social links may be ob-
served.1 This dictum’s verity is confirmed explicit-

1 Berreman (1981); Smith (1985); Johnson (1989); Ehren-
reich et al. (1995: 87–100, 116–120, 125–131); Crumley
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ly by quite a number of publications on an impres-
sive variety of specific cultures, based on different
kinds of sources: archaeological,2 written,3 and
firsthand ethnographic sources.4 Even among so-
called “egalitarian” hunter-gatherers (Woodburn
1982) with a strong ethos of equality and a lack
of pronounced social stratification (like the Hadza,
!Kung, Pygmies, Birhor, Paliayans, Shoshone, and
so on) one nevertheless can observe minimal so-
cial differentiation, and hence hierarchies and in-
equality, combined with informal leadership (for
recent generalized descriptions and considerations
see: Johnson and Earle 2000: 41–89; Artemova
2004: 190–196). As Schweitzer (2000: 129) right-
ly points out, it is necessary “to break up the
general label ‘egalitarian’ into a continuum of ac-
tual constellations of inequality. . . . even ardent
supporters of ‘primitive communism’ agree that
‘perfect equality’ does not exist.”5 On the opposite
end of the complexity level’s scale even such
societies as “archaic states,” usually thought of
as socially immobile and heavily bureaucratized
(Egypt, the Ur III state, the Inca kingdom, and
so on), in reality “were both heterarchical and hi-
erarchical [homoarchical]” (Marcus and Feinman
1998: 11; emphasis in original). Furthermore, it
sometimes seems too difficult to designate a so-
ciety as “homoarchic” or “heterarchic” even at the
most general level of analysis, like in the cases
of the late ancient Germans (see, e.g., Gurevich
1999: 45–57) and early medieval “barbarian king-
doms” in which one can observe the monarchy
and quite rigid social hierarchy combined with (at
least at the beginning) democratic institutions and
procedures (like the selection of the king), which
were quite significant for the whole sociopolitical
system’s operation.6

So, it seems impossible to measure degrees
of homoarchy and heterarchy in a society with
mathematical exactness, for example, in per cent.
A purely quantitative approach is inapplicable
here: the presence of, let’s say, five hierarchies
in a society as an entity does not make it more

(1995); Blanton (1998); Bondarenko and Korotayev (2000);
Bondarenko (2004b).

2 E.g., Small (1995); Wailes (1995); Kristiansen (1998: 54–
56); Anderson (1999); Kuijt (2000: 312–315); Stein (2001);
Scarborough et al. (2003).

3 E.g., Reynolds (1990); Korotayev (1998); Zolotov (1999).
4 E.g., Kelly (1993); Jolly and Mosko (1994); Kammerer

(1998); Nangoro (1998: 47 f.).
5 See also, inter alia, Dahrendorf (1970); Rousseau (1985);

Trigger (1985: 49–51); Gellner (1992); Artemova (2000a,
2000b).

6 See, e.g., Diesner (1966); Claude (1970); Dvoretskaja
(1982); Claessen (1985); Sannikov (2003).

heterarchic and less homoarchic in comparison
with a society with four hierarchies if in the former
one dominant hierarchy exists while it does not
in the latter. The pathway to the classification of
a society as heterarchic or homoarchic (in either
absolute or relative categories) goes through an
analysis of it as a whole – as a system of social
hierarchies. The aim of this analysis, following
the line of thought of systems theory (see, e.g.,
Hill 1977; Laszlo 1996: 95–126), should be not
to count the hierarchies but to understand the way
they are related to each other.

Hence, the following question arises when we
are studying a particular society: Are the hierar-
chies that form the given social system ranked
(more or less) rigidly or not? Do, let’s say, two
individuals find themselves ranked toward each
other in the same way in any social context or not?
For instance, in the exemplary heterarchic society
of the Pathans of the Swat valley, described by
Fredrik Barth (1959), a man could occupy non-
identical positions in the hierarchies of three in-
tersecting main frameworks of social organiza-
tion: territorial divisions, castes, and patrilineal
descent groups, supplemented by a significant
number of free-choice associations based on neigh-
borhood, marriage and affinity, political and eco-
nomic clientship, and so forth. So, the Swat Pathan
X could be superior to his compatriot Y in one
social context and inferior or equal in another. On
the other hand, before the abolishing of serfdom
in 1861 a Russian serf could be regarded by no
means as equal (and furthermore superior) to a
nobleman, as a soldier cannot but be inferior to an
officer.7 In the meantime, at the level of theory, I
cannot but agree with Gary Feinman that though
“anthropologists have long discussed a range of so-
cial mechanisms that integrate people both through
horizontal (more egalitarian) and vertical (more
hierarchical) links,” only “ongoing comparative
investigations should help place these diverse so-
cial arrangements in a broader diachronic context”
(1996: 189).

7 A regular army may serve as an ideal image of a generally
homoarchic society and a real model of such a community.
The rigid vertical division of people in the military service
by ranks is its all-embracing organizational pivot and
a pledge of effective functioning; individuals’ positions
within the institution are replicas of their standings on
the only scale of ranks that determines completely the
spheres and limits of their obligations, responsibilities, and
rights. At the same moment, informal horizontal ties relate
people in the military who are of the same or similar ranks
establishing informal secondary hierarchies, for example,
by vesting more respect in brave- than in faint-hearted
soldiers, in talented rather than ungifted generals.
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Probably, one day it will become possible to
make a scale of sociopolitical forms in accordance
with the degree and way homoarchy and heter-
archy are interrelated within their general frame-
works. I am sure this is a task worth pursuing, but
also have to confess that at the moment I do not
feel able to propose an appropriate criterion or a
combination of criteria for such a scaling, though
there is no doubt that they should be qualitative
rather than formal-quantitative. In any case, the
purpose of the present article is much more modest
and limited than this task’s fulfillment presuppos-
es.

Organizational Principles and Value Systems

Every hierarchy in a society is underpinned by a
specific set of values. A society may be considered
as homoarchic when there is one value which is
central to all the hierarchies and not only inte-
grates but also arranges in a definite pyramidal
order all the other, secondary, values and hier-
archies they underpin. Under such circumstances
this value “encompasses” all the rest and makes
the society “holistic” (Dumont 1980, 1986), that is
homoarchic, when the whole unequivocally dom-
inates parts as the supreme expression of that all-
embracing and all-penetrable value. Although Du-
mont’s vision of ritual purity as the value (or idea)
encompassing the holistic society in India as well
as in the wider Hindu world is criticized nowadays
(Mosko 1994b: 24–50; Quigley 1999, 2002), the
validity of his theoretical contribution is never-
theless testified, for example, by the 20th-century
totalitarian societies in which the ideas of fascism,
communism, Maoism, and so forth clearly did play
precisely the role Dumont attributed to that of pu-
rity in the case of India. Examples from so-called
“traditional” societies may be provided as well: for
instance, Benjamin Ray (1991: 206) argues that in
clearly homoarchic precolonial Buganda (see, e.g.,
Godiner 1982; Wrigley 1996) the encompassing
“majesty of the Kabakaship [the institution of the
supreme ruler – the ‘king’ – D. B.] was made, not
born. The Kabakaship . . . was a cultural creation,
not just a political product.” As another Africanist,
Jan Vansina (1992: 21, 24), generalizes, “tropical
African kingdoms . . . were products of an ideology
more than of any other force . . . Tropical African
kingdoms were truly built in the mind first, and
were grounded in faith” (for an analysis from
the same standpoint concerning the Ekie kingdom
in the southern part of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo see Kopytoff 1987: 91–99). Even

in simple cultures sociopolitical homoarchization
could become the case by means of coming to
the fore of ideologies based on the encompassing
idea of the fundamental division of all society
members into those having and not having access
to esoteric knowledge and the right to perform
activities related to it.8

However, the encompassment is not always im-
mediately rooted in the realm of ideas as such;
it may well arise from a religiously-ideologically
biased conceptualization of preexisting social and
political realities, as it happened with the idea of
the “conical clan” – ramage (i.e., the distance
from the senior line of descent, from the com-
mon ancestor, being the criterion of stratification)
in Polynesia.9 It is noteworthy to point out that
among theorists of the chiefdom – the most promi-
nent and, in many concepts, the only possible
type of the middle range homoarchic society –
the problem of the initial (and even essential)
ideological or sociopolitical priority in encompass-
ing all the respective cultures’ hierarchies is still
very far from a solution and remains a battlefield
for anthropologists and archaeologists of different
theoretical camps.10

In any case, contrary to “holistic” (homoarchic)
cultures, when “there is a multiplicity of ‘hierar-
chical’ or asymmetrical oppositions, none of which
are reducible to any of the others or to a single
master opposition or value,” the “case immedi-
ately departs from the Dumontian formulation”
(Mosko 1994a: 214) as the society does not fit
the homoarchic (or hierarchic in the Dumontian
sense) model. In a (generally) heterarchic society
one can expect to find positive evaluation of in-
dividualism in intellectual as well as in social life
(“ego-focused social systems”; White 1995) relat-
ed to the emphasis on personal honor and dignity,
importance of public opinion, high degree of social
mobility, and, at least, numerical prevalence of
achieved statuses over ascribed ones. This is typi-
cal of not only such paradigmatic examples of het-
erarchic cultures as ancient polis and civitas, some
late ancient and early medieval European societies,
or Western countries from the time of Renaissance
on, but also of many other cultures, probably less
prominent though not less significant for anthro-
pological theorizing: “egalitarian hunter-gatherers”

8 Bern (1979); Artemova (2000b, 2003); Artemova and Koro-
tayev (2003).

9 E.g., Sahlins (1958: xi–xii, 139–180); Firth (1963); Gold-
man (1970); Claessen (1996); Kirch (1997); Kirch and
Green (2001).

10 Vide stricto Earle (1997); Kelekna (1998); Beliaev et al.
(2001); Carneiro (2002).
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(e.g., Gardner 2000); “acephalous complex soci-
eties” of mountainous areas like the Himalayas
(e.g., Fürer-Haimendorf 1962; Berezkin 1995),
some societies in the Caucasus (e.g., Magometov
1978; Aglarov 1988), and so on, of which the most
complex ones resemble the sociopolitical model
of the Greek polis (Korotayev 1995); tribal soci-
eties of North America (e.g., Lowie 1935; Hoebel
1960), Eurasia (e.g., Barth 1959; Irons 1975), and
Africa (e.g., Evans-Pritchard 1940; Tait 1961); or
the sociopolitical organization of Iceland in the
“Age of Democracy” from 930 to 1267 (e.g., Has-
trup 1985; Byock 1988) that is unclassifiable in
categories commonly accepted in anthropology, to
mention just a few.

Bruce Trigger (2003: 196 f., 661, 665 f.) postu-
lates that heterarchical relations played a greater
role in small city-states than in larger city-states
and territorial states. Even if Trigger is correct with
respect to what he defines as “early civilizations,”
his observation that “the smaller the territory, the
more heterarchy” is clearly inapplicable to non-
state and modern industrial societies. For example,
a typical tribe, generally heterarchic,11 covers a
relatively vast territory while a typical chiefdom
is both generally homoarchic12 and territorially
more compact than the tribe. As for modern so-
cieties, the elaboration of principles of federalism
and representative governmental bodies (local and
national), joint with the development of means of
communication, eliminated the territory size as a
significant predictor of a societal type. Howev-
er, in light of the tendency noticed by Trigger,
we may regard early civilizations as cultures in
which a very important general feature leading
to heterarchy or homoarchy found its most vivid
and materially visible expression. This feature is
that normally more heterarchy can be observed in
societies in which interpersonal face-to-face re-
lations are of primary (or at least great) impor-
tance compared to depersonalized and formalized
ones.

Organizational Principles and Societal
Structure

The idea and term of homoarchy may serve as use-
ful counterparts for those of heterarchy.13 Besides,

11 See, e.g., Service (1971: 103, 142, 145 f.; 1975: 63–70);
Fried (1975).

12 See, e.g., Service (1971: 133–169; 1975: 15 f.); Beliaev et
al. (2001).

13 Bondarenko and Crumley (2004); see also Barry III (2004);
Cook (2004); Reicher (2004).

and also very importantly, I believe it is legitimate
and even necessary to apply both notions – heter-
archy and homoarchy – within a broad framework
of social relations and societal structures in general
and not only to power relations. If we attempt to
characterize a society as a whole, we must recog-
nize that what structuralists call “political system”
is only one of a society’s integral parts, which is
in preindustrial cultures inseparable from, and in-
terpenetrable with, all others (e.g., Skalnı́k 1991).
Hence, we should label the society according to
its more general feature – the societal type – and
this should be so not only with respect to the state
but also with respect to any society.

Moreover, this perspective enables us to see a
possible key to understand at least the immedi-
ate condition for this or that complex society’s
homoarchic or heterarchic nature. As sociologists
point out, “each subsystem of a society is charac-
terized by its own form of stratification: earnings
and wealth in the economic sphere; privilege and
power in the political system; moral worth and per-
sonal trust in religious and family life; and prestige
and esteem in the occupational world” (Laumann
et al. 1970: 589). Hence, the more the subsystems
are interpenetrable, the less the criteria for general
social ranking are diversified and applied to par-
ticular spheres of social life only. In other words,
the more the subsystems are interpenetrable, the
higher is the probability that in any social context
those being within it will be ranked the same way
as in another one on the assumption of the value
equally encompassing all the intertwined spheres
of society. In this case the establishment of the
homoarchic social order can be identified and pin-
pointed. Thus it is logical that there were more
homoarchic than heterarchic archaic (in the Jasper-
sian sense; Jaspers 1953) complex societies: under
the conditions of “mechanic solidarity” (Durkheim
1991) a sufficiently clear separation between social
spheres is observed less commonly.

The excessive emphasis on the administrative
system actually results, for example, in some
scholars confusing the absence of the “king” with
the absence of any “hierarchical features” (McIn-
tosh 1999a: 77) or heterarchy with lack of au-
tocracy due to a division of power between the
sovereign and collective bodies like councils or
secret societies (McIntosh 1999b: 9–16, 23). How-
ever, first, true autocracy in this sense is an ex-
ceptionally rare case in world history – even
most authoritative leaders usually prefer to have
some collective bodies, at least as a cloak for
their actions (e.g., the Roman Senate during the
time of the Princepses); second, the true degree
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of a political system’s democracy does not de-
pend on the formal political system too heavily
(compare, for example, the USA and the USSR
with de jure democratic systems of political institu-
tions); and third, in many cases the real democracy
or nondemocracy of a political system may be
a dependent variable with respect to democracy
or nondemocracy of the basic social institutions
in preindustrial societies and many contemporary
non-Western countries, i.e., first and foremost the
family and the community.14

Crumley herself clearly ascribes the notion of
heterarchy exclusively to the study of the political
sphere insisting just on “the addition of the term
heterarchy to the vocabulary of power relations
. . .” (1995: 3; emphasis added). She sees the pre-
requisite for heterarchic sociopolitical organization
in the diversity of sources of power, as far as her
concept is concentrated precisely on the society’s
political subsystem.15 Discussing the “heterarchic
state”, Crumley in this respect does not differ from
the majority of contemporary more “traditionally”
thinking theorists who “argue that the evolution of
social complexity needs to be understood first and
foremost as a political process” (Earle 1994: 940).
Further, she tends to look at the state, more or less
exclusively, as a specific form of political organi-
zation. Such a glance at the state leads Crumley
and her followers to an unreasonable identification
of heterarchy with the democratic political regime
(Crumley 1995: 3; van der Vliet 2003) what, in
my opinion, lowers the heuristic potential of her
concept. In his review of one of Crumley’s re-
cent publications on heterarchy, Robert Carneiro
(2004: 163) asks: “But by introducing this term
into the study of political evolution does Crumley
really enhance our understanding of the process?”
The answer the patriarch of cultural evolutionist
studies gives himself is a strong disagreement.
However, notwithstanding my own dissatisfaction
with some aspects of Crumley’s approach, I would
still dare to disagree with Carneiro and argue that,
in my opinion, the concept of heterarchy is a sig-
nificant contribution to anthropological theory (to
what its growing popularity may testify),16 even in
its present, generally less process- than typology-

14 Bondarenko and Korotayev (2000, 2004); Korotayev and
Bondarenko (2000); Bondarenko (2004b); Barry III (2003).

15 However, Crumley does see power relations (heterarchic
and otherwise) not as “a thing in itself” but in their inter-
action with, and dependence on the social, mental (value
system), and ecological milieu, and legitimately builds her
concept on these foundations.

16 See, e.g., Ehrenreich et al. (1995); Haggis et al. (2003);
Scarborough et al. (2003); Alexeev et al. (2004: 5–17).

shaped form. In the meantime, I hope that broaden-
ing its definition and application, first, by coupling
it with the concept of homoarchy, and second, by
applying the term to the whole scope and variety
of relations in society, could increase the concept’s
validity.

Some Possible Prospects

The legitimate dissatisfaction with the “classical”
unilineal typological schemes, like “from band to
state” (Service 1971) or “from egalitarian orga-
nization to state society” (Fried 1967), that has
increased rapidly especially since the second half
of the 1980s,17 has resulted not only in a new turn
of rejecting the idea of evolution altogether (see
Trigger 2003: 40–42) but also, within evolution-
ism, in a fair and theoretically prospective shift of
researchers’ emphasis from viewing societies as
isolated entities to now viewing them as elements
of wider cultural networks, and in connection with
this shift, from metaphysical evolutionary types-
stages to dynamic transformation processes. This
particular (yet not the only) reason for general
discontent with the recently dominant theoreti-
cal paradigm was comprehensively resumed by
Wenke (1999: 344): “The important point here is
that simple categories such as ‘bands,’ ‘tribes,’
‘chiefdoms,’ and ‘states’ are static descriptive
types that are not of much use in analyzing the
origins and functions of the phenomena these la-
bels loosely describe.” For the sake of verity, it
should be noted that this accusation is not entirely
fair with respect to classics of neoevolutionist po-
litical anthropology – Service, Fried, and Carneiro
with their famous integrative (Service 1971, 1975;
Cohen and Service 1978), conflict (Fried 1967,
1970), and circumscription (Carneiro 1970) the-
ories of at least chiefdom and state origins, and
with regards to some of the younger-generation
scholars (e.g., Earle 1997). There are much more
reasons to accuse countless other authors for whom
simple labeling their statically approached research
objects as “chiefdoms,” “states,” or otherwise did
become the initial reason and ultimate end for
writing. In any case, I do believe that Carneiro
(2000; 2003: 155 f.) is essentially right when he

17 See, e.g., Mann (1986); Maisels (1987); Upham (1990);
Yoffee (1993); Ehrenreich et al. (1995); Price and Feinman
(1995); Arnold (1996); McIntosh (ed.) (1999); Bondarenko
and Korotayev (eds.) (2000); Claessen (2000); Kradin et
al. (2000); Guidi (2002); Trigger (2003); Grinin et al.
(2004).
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argues that the dichotomy “process versus stages”
is “false”: both are important.18 The key point
here is not that there are neither social types
nor that, in fact, there are much more of them
than four, but that they cannot be arranged on
the “steps” of one “ladder,” and that purely typo-
logical thinking, especially in the unilineal style,
prevents from giving full consideration to those
changes which crucially transform a society but do
not pull it up to the next step of the notorious
types’ ladder.

In particular, in my opinion the groundbreaking
“dual-processual theory,” elaborated in the last
decade by Mesoamericanists,19 is aiming at the
same as the heterarchy-homoarchy idea, name-
ly “to account for variation among societies of
similar complexity and scale” (Blanton et al.
1996: 1).20 Note that the dichotomy of homoarchic
and heterarchic societies is observable on all lev-
els of social complexity, contradicting Service’s,
Fried’s, and the like’s unilineal schemes, allow-
ing us to conclude that the degree of central-
ization as an aspect of the overall sociocultural
hierarchization is an improper criterion for defin-
ing an overall developmental level.21 However,
as Elizabeth Brumfiel wrote only a dozen years
ago (1995: 130), “the coupling of differentiation
and hierarchy is so firm in our minds that it
takes tremendous intellectual effort to even imag-
ine what differentiation without hierarchy could
be.”

The division into homoarchic and heterarchic
is possible (and is made – into “despotic” and
“egalitarian”) even with respect to associations

18 In the meantime, I leave aside the problems I have with
Carneiro’s specific interpretation that I would prefer to refer
to as “non-unilinear processes,” not as “the process,” and
as “types” which are not synonymous with “stages.”

19 E.g., Blanton (1994); Feinman (1995, 2001); Blanton et al.
(1996).

20 Recently Richard Pearson (2001) has made an attempt to
employ both of the respective approaches – the heterarchy
(but, of course, not the homoarchy-heterarchy division) and
network-corporate strategies for a case study, namely that of
state formation on the Okinawa islands. Among students of
precolonial Africa – another area far from those basing on
the evidence from which the heterarchy and dual-processual
theories were created (late ancient and early medieval
Celts and pre-Columbian Mesoamerica respectively) – the
concepts’ compatibility was recognized for the first time,
as to my knowledge, by Susan McIntosh, though with
some important and fair reservations, on the one hand, and
without deep elaboration on the point in general, on the
other hand (1999b: 14–19). So, I believe, my optimism is
substantiated, at least to some extent.

21 See Bondarenko (2000); Bondarenko and Korotayev (2000);
Bondarenko et al. (2002).

among nonhuman primates,22 so it may well
be rooted in the early prehistory of humankind.
Among the simplest cultures known to anthropolo-
gy – those of nonspecialized hunter-gatherers, the
homoarchy-heterarchy division is reflected in the
notions of “nonegalitarian” (the Australian Abo-
rigines being the most vivid example) and “egali-
tarian” (the Hadza, !Kung, and so forth) societies
respectively (Woodburn 1982). Significantly, the
archaeological and historical-anthropological evi-
dence confirms the deep antiquity of nonegalitarian
simple human cultures: for example, the none-
galitarian (Kabo 1986: 21–34) Tasmanians were
“maybe the only society that had remained until
the beginning of European colonization at the stage
of development corresponding to the Advanced
Paleolithic” (21), and the prehistoric Australian
culture shares basic features with the culture of
the Aborigines known to anthropologists (Clark
and Piggott 1970: 98–102). We can reasonably
conclude from that evidence that nonegalitarian-
ism has been typical of them since the early pre-
historic past. At the level of simple agricultural
village communities, one of the guiding examples
is provided by Burton Pasternak’s (1972) study
of two Chinese villages on Taiwan which shared
common origin. In one of the villages (Chung-
she) the homoarchic system of corporate patrilin-
eages eventually developed to a system where one
lineage became permanently politically dominant,
while in the other village (Tatieh) the development
of lineages was early compromised by corporate
cross-kin associations resulting in the heterarchic
system of nonlocalized agnatic descent groups;
each of which could supply the village head.

Furthermore, in the course of history a society
can not just change its internal organization from
homoarchic to heterarchic or vice versa,23 but not
infrequently it does so without a change of the
overall level of complexity.24 Finally, even cul-
tures that share the same overall level of com-
plexity and principle of sociopolitical organization
may vary in their concrete forms. For example,
there are no grounds to argue that the “early

22 Vehrencamp (1983); Matsumura (1999); Butovskaya (2000);
Butovskaya et al. (2000).

23 Crumley (1987: 164 f.; 1995: 4); Berezkin (2000); Beliaev
et al. (2001: 380 f.); Bondarenko et al. (2002: 57; 2003:
6 f.).

24 For some of the many examples of the latter case, see Leach
(1954); Moscati et al. (1991); Levy (1995); Korotayev
(1996); Kowalewski (2000). Remarkably, in the theory of
biological evolution the transition from a more to a less
hierarchical structure without diminishing of organisms’
adaptivity to the environment is not regarded as a sign of
degradation or regress (see, e.g., Futuyma 1997).
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state,” homoarchic by the very definition,25 was
the only possible and known form of preindustri-
al homoarchic supercomplex society. Alternatives
to it were represented, particularly, by systems
based on a deeply elaborated rigid cast division
(Quigley 1999: 114–169), or on an extension of
the kin-based extended-family-community “ma-
trix” up to multiple supracommunal levels (Bon-
darenko 2001, 2004a, 2005), or on a transforma-
tion of a complex chiefdom not into a state but
into a “supercomplex chiefdom” (Kradin 2002).

Therefore, it would be completely wrong to ar-
gue that, for instance, “the network strategy” leads
to heterarchy while “the corporate strategy” gives
rise to homoarchic societies or vice versa, and,
though it is (generally) problematic to dichotomize
the strategies to the degree the model creators
propose (as, for example, the African evidence
reveals; McIntosh 1999b: 17–19),26 I believe that
the two approaches may be productively comple-
mentary within the general explanatory framework
seeking to propose “a suitable behavioral theo-
ry” (Blanton et al. 1996: 1) of the sociocultural
types’ variability, particularly as both of them
concentrate on the dialectics of the individual and
the group, and of centralization and decentraliza-
tion, and attempt “to move beyond a typology
approach” (White 1995: 119; emphasis in original)
which from the 1980s has been more and more
opposed to the strategies approach, with favoring
the latter (Montmollin 1989: 2). However, in my
understanding, “to move beyond” must mean “to
incorporate,” not “to reject.” Hence, I fully agree
with one of the dual-processual theory advocates,
Paul Wason (e.g., Wason and Baldia 2000), that

25 “The early state is a centralized socio-political organization
for the regulation of social relations in a complex, stratified
society divided into at least two basic strata, or emergent
social classes – viz. the rulers and the ruled – , whose
relations are characterized by political dominance of the
former and tributary obligations of the latter, legitimized
by a common ideology of which reciprocity is the basic
principle” (Claessen and Skalnı́k 1978: 640).

26 See also criticism on the model in this respect at the
very moment of its presentation by several commentators:
Cowgill (1996: 53); Demarest (1996: 56); Kolb (1996: 59).
The authors of the dual-processual theory could also be
blamed for its dichotomic nature as such, what undoubtedly
reduces to two the great variety of real strategies known to
history. However, as Ingold (1996: 1 f., 5) rightly points out,
dichotomy underlies anthropology as a scientific discipline
and inevitably reveals itself in theoretical constructions of
even those researchers who consciously strive to avoid it
and believe that they have succeeded in it. The author
also has not avoided (and did not try to avoid) the
approach’s dichotomy: the idea of heterarchy–homoarchy
is dichotomous to the same degree as the dual-processual
theory is.

“with due caution, a typological approach is still
valid” (Wason 1995: 25), although, elaboration on
establishing a link between the two approaches is
beyond the purposes of the present, generally typo-
logical, introductory article and may be considered
as a task for the future.

Concluding Remarks

Indeed, this article is generally typological and
its main aim is to be just introductory, in strict
accordance with its subtitle. It concerns the phe-
nomenon of homoarchy’s existence that demands
a proper term for its designation rather than the
preconditions for, and pathways to and of, ho-
moarchy (or heterarchy), although some of the
ideas of these points are dealt with in the arti-
cle’s different sections. The concept of homoarchy
might be useful (and the respective term might
be theoretically informative) for better understand-
ing the temporally and spatially universal basic
principles of social organization that underlie the
myriad of its specific forms throughout history. I
believe that the present article makes an initial first
step, notwithstanding the actual impossibility to
make the examples not only much more abundant
but also less cryptic and linked to the theoretical
points in a more forceful manner than the limited
scope of a journal article allows us to do (how-
ever, see elsewhere, Bondarenko 2005). In case
the very phenomenon is recognized and the term
accepted by the anthropological academic commu-
nity, the problems of conditions for homoarchy’s
appearance and historical transformations, of its
measuring and scaling, of interrelations between
the homoarchic and heterarchic principles of social
organization, and between them and the network
and corporate strategies, as well as many others,
will definitely become worth putting on agenda.
The necessity of detailed case studies, produced
in light of these theoretical ideas, will also come
to the fore.

The author is grateful to Prof. David Small at Lehigh
University (Bethlehem, USA) for supplying a copy of
the inspiring and groundbreaking volume “Heterarchy
and the Analysis of Complex Societies” (Ehrenreich et
al. 1995), which is unavailable in Russian libraries. My
thanks also go to Mr. David Easterbrook due to whose
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ern University (Evanston, USA) during the 1990s and
2000s, to Prof. Alf Lüdtke from the Max Planck Institut
für Geschichte (Göttingen, Germany) upon whose kind
invitation I got access to the most up-to-date academic
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